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Resolution SCA/5/1.2

Security Council A
Sponsors: People’s Republic of China, Federal Republic of Nigeria, French Republic, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Signatories: United States of America, Russian Federation, Republic of Austria, Lebanon, United
Mexican States, Japan, Federative Republic of Brazil, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Uganda,
Gabonese Republic
Topic: “Oil Drilling and its impact and sovereignty and economic security”
The Security Council, deeply concerned and expecting a fulfilling solution over the oil drilling conflicts
recently between most countries,
Encouraging the agreements to be settled with all countries that have disputes with oil drilling rights,
Noting the intricate relations between countries involving oil drilling,
Contemplating the economic ramifications of the implementations of safe oil drilling methods,
1. Accepts that a certain percentage of resources within a countries border belongs to that country,
2. Draws attention to the search for natural resources (ethanol, electricity, and water);
3. Affirms that countries should drill safely so that no harm comes to the environment;
4. Affirms that countries should ask more wealthy countries for better equipment in return for oil, money,
etc.;
5. Calls upon oil rich countries trading oil licenses for money, and equipment;
6.Calls upon more safety requirements and equipment updates for oil fields and rigs (e.g., no lighters near
oil fields and rigs etc.);
7. Emphasizes that oil disputes between countries are solved safely, and not violently;
8. Calls upon a reduction of oil prices for poor and underdeveloped countries;
9. Encourages that deals made between countries regarding drilling are fair and that all parties agree with
each other before drilling on each other’s property.
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Resolution SCA/5/2.1

Security Council A
Sponsors: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Austria, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, People’s Republic of China
Signatories: Federal Republic of Nigeria, French Republic, United States of America, the Russian
Federation, Japan, Gabonese Republic, Federative Republic of Brazil, United Mexican States, Lebanon
Topic: “Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and North Korea”
The Security Council, reminding all nations of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which is designed to
stop the production and distribution of WMDs,
Taking note of the effect of sanctioning resolutions such as UN Security Council Resolution 1737 (2006)
and UN Security Council Resolution 1929 (2010),
Deeply concerned that nations such as North Korea may use their weapons to harm countries that are not
ready,
Fully aware of past actions by the UN and their effect on Non-Proliferation of WMDs,
Realizing that most of the world now has a form of WMD,
1. Decides to try and negotiate with North Korea to give up their WMD stockpile;
2. Calls upon North Korea to stop constructing WMDs;
3. Warns that if the sanctions below are not heeded, further action may be authorized by this council;
4. Further decides that North Korea cannot buy or otherwise receive technology related to WMDs,
including dual-use technology;
5. Expresses its hope that if North Korea agrees to negotiate about giving up their weapons, the sanctions
above will slowly be removed;
6. Decides, finally, to remain aware and alert on the matter.
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Resolution SCA/5/2.2

Security Council A
Sponsors: Federal Republic of Nigeria, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, People’s
Republic of China, and the United States of America
Signatories: Japan, United Mexican States, Republic of Uganda, Lebanon, Federative Republic of Brazil,
Republic of Austria, French Republic, Gabonese Republic, Russian Federation
Topic: “Non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and North Korea”
The Security Council, reminding all nations of the treaty of Non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction, which some countries have not signed including North Korea,
Realizing that the United Nations faces many obstacles in the nuclear field many of which pertain to
North Korea,
Affirming that North Korea should be stripped of all nuclear weapons,
Contemplating the employment of an anti-radiation dome,

1. Expresses its hope for North Korea to eliminate their WMD’s;
2. Emphasizes that economic sanctions will be a form of persuasion (Trade, Oil Shipments, etc);
3. Proclaims that if North Korea gives up a certain amount of WMD’s, The United Nations may
consider giving them a certain amount of money or oil;

4. Encourages the employment of an anti-radiation dome that can be placed around the perimeter of
the nuclear plants and then detonate bombs to destroy the plant in an enclosed environment that
will cause the nuclear radiation to dissipate over time;

